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Abstract: Cyber security has become high priority in 
Industrial Automation (IA). Here dependable operation is to 
ensure the security, stability and reliability in power delivery 
system. Anonymity progress can be easily removed by using 
the Intrusion Detection System (IDS) framework. In this paper 
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA)-IDS with 
protocol based and behavior based analysis is proposed and 
exemplified in order to detect known and unknown cyber-
attacks from inside or outside SCADA systems. This 
framework provides a hierarchical approach for an integrated 
security system, comprising distributed IDSs to prevent the 
anomalous attacks due to access control process. In this article 
we have compare three methods viz access control, protocol 
base and behavior based whitelist technique. In behavior 
based there are two techniques used viz length detector and 
digital signature. However, for research in the community to 
progress, such a dataset would be valuable. The proposed 
system creates new datasets to mitigate vulnerable attacks 
from cyber-crime side to save the higher level records and 
system. The simulation result shows that behavior based 
method outperforms the other two methods with respect to 
time efficiency and accuracy. 

Keywords: Cyber security; intrusion detection; smart grid; 
supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA); digital 
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I.  INTRODUCTION

Securing the advanced substation environment is simply 
piece of a more extensive and significant exertion that is 
obliged to guarantee the safe operation of cutting edge 
power frameworks. There are system based (NIDS) [1] and 
host based (HIDS) interruption recognition frameworks. A 
few frameworks may to stop an interruption, yet this is not 
obliged or expected of a checking framework. Interruption 
identification and aversion frameworks (IDPS) are basically 
centered on distinguishing conceivable episodes, logging 
data about them, and reporting activities. Likewise, 
associations use IPsec for different purposes, for example, 
distinguishing issues with security arrangements, archiving 
existing dangers and preventing people from damaging 
security approaches. System interruption recognition 
frameworks NIDS [1] are set at a vital point or indicates 
inside the system screen activity to and from all gadgets on 
the system. It performs an investigation for a passing 
movement on the whole subnet, lives up to expectations in 

an indiscriminate mode, and matches the activity that is 
passed on the subnets to the library of known assaults. 
When the assault is recognized, or strange conduct is 
sensed, the alarm can be sent to the manager.   

Case of the NIDS would be introducing it on the subnet 
where firewalls are placed to check whether somebody is 
attempting to break into the firewall. Conceivably one 
would filter all inbound and outbound movement, however 
doing so may make a bottleneck that would hinder the 
general pace of the system. An IDS which is abnormality 
based have screen system movement and measure up it 
against a secured gauge. The gauge recognize what is 
"ordinary" for that system  what kind of transfer speed is by 
and large utilized, what conventions are utilized, what ports 
and gadgets for the most part associate with one another 
and alarm the manager or client when activity is caught 
which is irregular, or fundamentally distinctive, than the 
pattern. The supervisory framework may be joined with an 
information obtaining framework by including the 
utilization of coded flag over correspondence channels to 
secure data about the status of the remote gear for showcase 
or for recording capacities. It is a type of industrial control 
system (ICS).  

Current security countermeasures in SCADA 
(supervisory control and data acquisition) frameworks 
predominantly concentrate on ensuring frameworks from 
outer interruptions or vindictive assaults. For instance, 
approaching movement to substations, control focuses, and 
corporate systems investigated by business firewalls or IDS. 
Nonetheless, this security approach just considers edge 
safeguards and overlooks inner part location inside a 
substation system or a control focus. For example, an 
architect can enter a substation and associate his or her 
smart phone to the local area network (LAN). A purposeful 
or unintended assault by means of a contaminated smart 
phone now has an enhanced shot of achievement in light of 
the fact that edge resistances have been avoided. In practice 
and in most detrimental possibility situations, the greater 
part of the digital holdings in SCADA frameworks should 
be viewed as defenseless. Be that as it may, we unable to 
demand that all cyber assets meet the most noteworthy 
security necessities because of budgetary cost, time and 
framework requirements.   
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Industrial control frameworks are machine based 
frameworks that screen and control modern methodologies 
that exist in the physical world. Current security 
countermeasures in SCADA [2] frameworks mainly 
concentrate on securing frameworks from outside 
interruptions or malicious attacks. Case in point, 
approaching activity to substations, control focuses, and 
corporate systems reviewed by business firewalls or IDS. 
On the other hand, this security approach just considers 
border resistances and disregards inside identification inside 
a substation system or a control focus. There-fore, an 
architect can enter a substation and join his or her portable 
computer to the LAN. With the application of IT 
innovations, new digital vulnerabilities develop in keen 
lattices and comparative basic bases. These vulnerabilities 
could be misused, not just from outside sources, for 
example, terrorists, programmers, contenders, or 
mechanical surveillance, additionally from inside dangers, 
for example, ex-workers, displeased representatives, 
outsider merchants, or site engineers. Security for protecting 
the entire smart-grid techno-logical environment requires 
the consideration of many subsystems that make up the 
smart grid, for example, wide-area monitoring protection 
and control (WAMPAC), distribution-management system 
(DMS), advanced metering infrastructure (AMI), and higher 
level communication architectures at the grid system level. 
The scope of this paper is to focus on one important sub-
system level of the smart grid environment, specifically 
cyber-security for digital substations.  

  
II.  RELATED WORK  

The IDS of this paper is developed by using data 
collected by simulating attacks on IEDs and launching 
packet smelling attacks using forged address resolution 
protocol (ARP) packets. The uncovering ability of the 
system is then tested by simulating attacks and through 
genuine user activity. Intrusion detection is an effective 
countermeasure that is yet to be deployed in IEC61850 
networks [3]. It’s capable of actively countering attacks 
instead of passive blocking as in a firewall. Compared to a 
conventional computer network, the threats and 
countermeasures for an IEC61850 network are different. 
There-fore, the IDS for IEC61850 has to be developed by 
using experimental data based upon simulated attacks and 
packet sniffing [3].  

In order to improve the cyber-security of the smart grid 
by utilizing a hierarchical and distributed intrusion detection 
system in the wireless mesh network. Security is improved 
via the classification of intrusion data using the support 
vector machine (SVM) and artificial immune system (AIS) 
algorithms. The effectiveness of the new model for 
improving security is demonstrated through multiple 
simulations [3].  

To avoid the cyber-security threats, [3] proposes a 
distributed intrusion detection system for smart grids 
(SGDIDS) by developing and deploying an intelligent 
module, the analyzing module (AM), in multiple layers of 
the smart grid. Multiple AMs have been embedded at each 
level of the smart grid - the home area networks (HANs), 

neighborhood area networks (NANs), and wide area 
networks (WANs), where they had used the support vector 
machine (SVM) and artificial immune system (AIS) to 
detect and classify malicious data and possible cyber-
attacks [3]. 

A methodology for the discovery of digital attacks are 
against mechanical establishments. The key components of 
this strategy are the idea of Critical State, and the 
presumption that an attacker going for harming a 
mechanical establishment (like a Power Plant) and have to 
alter for accomplishing that come about the state of the 
framework from protected to basic selective state approval, 
scarcely material in conventional ICT frameworks, thinks 
that its regular application in the mechanical control field, 
where the basic states are by and large well-known and 
restricted in number. Since the discovery is focused around 
the investigation of the framework development, and not on 
the dissection of the attack advancement the IDS for known 
selective states, can distinguish likewise "zero day attacks" 
[4]. The paper has proposed multi-dimensional metric 
giving a parametric measure of the separation between a 
given state and the set of selective states. This metric can be 
utilized for following the development of a framework, 
showing its nearness to the set of predefined selective states 
[4].  

  

  
Fig.1 SCADA-IDS security-management system  

  
The principal contribution of this paper [5] is a 

demonstration that anomaly detection, and specifically 
methods based on adaptive learning, can provide a useful 
intrusion detection capability in process control networks. 
To evaluate two anomaly detection techniques, namely, 
pattern based detection for communication patterns among 
hosts, and flow-based detection for traffic patterns for 
individual flows. These techniques were able to detect some 
basic attacks launched against the MODBUS servers in our 
DCS test-bed. Pattern based & flow based anomaly 
detection has proposed here to improve rate of detection.  

  
III.  PROPOSED SYSTEM  

Proposing SCADA-IDS framework for detecting 
unwanted user on router, by extracting information about 
access control white list, protocol based white list and 
behavior base rule from the network. The source and 
destination IDS are all the major attributes going to use in 
our entire system. Below Architecture shows the system 
architecture of our SCADA IDS system. In the given above 
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Architecture there are operators which are legal users and 
someone may be attacker. Packets are exchanging through 
LAN network. There are huge chances of suspicious 
packets attack into the LAN. Intrusion detection system is 
fixed into the network as we can see it into the figure.  

 When packets enter into the network Intrusion Detection 
System starts its working. Our IDS system is structured of 3 
techniques.  

 
1. ACW (Access Control Whitelist): In this IDS 

check whitelist of MAC and IP pair which are present in 
our LAN. If corresponding packet doesn’t have MAC-IP 
pair which belongs to whitelist then it will be detected as 
attack packet and which will be stored into Log file for 
future reference. Otherwise packets are not suspicious 
packets.  

 
2. PBW (Protocol Based Whitelist): If packet 

belongs to whitelist then protocol based whitelist will check 
that packet. If corresponding packets matches any of the 
rule which belongs to protocol based whitelist then it will 
be considered as suspicious packet stored into Log file as 
well as database.  Example. 

Rule 1: if(serrr_rate= ("0.00")  & login number=("1")  
& flag("SF")). // this is normal packet 
Rule 2: if(flag=("0")) // attack 
Rule 3: if(flag=("0")  &  fail_login1>5) // attack 

 
3. BBR (Behavior Based Rule): In this method two 

techniques are used   
• Digital signature generation: In this method if one 

operator wants to send any message to another 
operator which is confidential then for security 
purpose digital signature method generate keys and 
signature and sends encrypted data towards receiver. 
At the receiver end signature will be checked and if 
it does not match then it is suspicious packet and 
stored into the log file.  

• Length detector: This method checks the actual 
payload and length of input packet if it is greater 
than payload then packet is suspicious and will be 
stored into the log file.  

When attack found at that time IDS will generate alarm 
to know about attack detection. In this way whole 
architecture work and we found the packets are suspicious 
attack or not.  

  
IV.  PROPOSED ALGORITHM  

Let S be the proposed system which we use to find the 
attack detection system through ACW, PBW, BBR and 
digital signature generation. They equip our detection 
system with capabilities of accurate characterization for 
traffic behaviors and detection of known and unknown 
attacks respectively. A digital signature technique is 
developed to enhance and to speed up the process of 
SCADA.  

 

 
Fig.2 Proposed System Architecture 

 
 

 
Fig 3. Processes in Detection of Intrusion attacks. 

 
As we can see in Fig 3.   
S = {D, ACW, PBW, BBW, DP}  
Where, S= 
System.  
D= Dataset.  
ACW = Access Control Whitelist.  
PBW = Protocol Based Whitelist.  
BBW =Behaviour Based Whitelist.  
DG= Digital Signature Generation.  

 

Input 

AWC

PBW 

BBR 

DS

S D 

DP 

Output 
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Input:   
Given an arbitrary dataset X = {x1, x2,…., xn},   
Where xi = [ s the 

ith m-dimensional traffic record.   
Where x1, x2,…, xn is n number of packets flowing in 

the network.  
  
ACW (Access Control Whitelist).   
AC = { ,	 ,	 ,	 }  
Where  = Source MAC address.  
   = Destination MAC addresses.  
   = Source IP address.  
	 	= Destination IP address.  
             If any of the addresses or ports is not in the 

corresponding whitelist, the detector will take a predefined 
action, for example, it will alert in IDS mode and log the 
detection results. That is  

  AC 	∉	{ }   Actions (alert.log)  
Where, AC= ,	 	 ,  , 	 	 and   represent 

the corresponding whitelist set.  
PBW (Protocol Based Whitelist).  
Assume there are n packets coming from dataset as   
D={x1, x2, …., xn},   
Where xi = [  represents the 

ith m-dimensional traffic record.  
R = {r1, r2, …. , rn}  
Where R is the set of rule for protocol based detection 
and r1= Rules of whitelist.  
If when the IDS is deployed at the network between two 

control centers, the protocol-based detector only allows 
communication traffic complying with specific rules of 
protocol; otherwise, it will generate an alert message. That 
is,  

P  { }  Actions (alert.log)  
Where P is the Packet and  is Protocol based whitelist 

which contains rules  of  detecting intrusion  from 
corresponding traffic.  

BBR(Behavior Based Rules):   
Assume there are n packets coming from dataset as   
D={x1, x2, · · · , xn},   
Where xi = [  represents the 

ith m-dimensional traffic record.  
  BBR = {LD, Sig}  
Where, BBR is the set of methods for detection of 

packets belonging to attack packets.  
LD=Length Detector  
Sig= Signature based Detector.  
LD = {P1,P2…Pn}  
Where   P1,.., Pn are the input packets   
When packet contains bytes which indicate the length 

information about the packet in the payload, it is proposed 
that a length detector should be applied to detect that 
whether the number shown in the length bytes is equal to 
the real length of the payload, such that  

  	 	   Action (alert, log)  

Where 	 is the length value indicated in the length field 
of the payload, and 	 stands for the practical length of the 
payload.  

If alert generated then store it into log file.  
DG (Digital Signature):  
 i) Key Generation:  
- Choose two large prime numbers p and q and 

calculate n= p x q  
- Calculate ∅ 	 	 	 	 1 	 	 	 1  and Choose e 

such that gcd  (e,	∅ )=1  
- Calculate d such that d X e mod	∅ 	 	1  
- Choose random numbers b and x. Here x should 

not relative prime to ∅  - Calculate c such that  x 
c(mod)n=1  

- Public key is (n, e, c, x) and private key is (d, b).  
  ii) Signature Generation:  
Calculate S1 =  mod n if x|s1 (i.e. x is a divisor of 
s1) then generate s1 again.  
Calculate s2 = (H(m) x 1) mod n  
H (.) is a one way hash function. (s1, s2) is the signature 

of message m. Sender sends signature with the message m 
to receiver.  

iii) Signature Verification:  
Receiver first calculates H (m) using the received 

message m and check the following two conditions for 
signature verification:  

Verify, if H(m) =  mod n  
 ≡  2  x 1 mod n DP 

(Detected Packets) :  
DP={n,m}  
Where n is normal packets and  
M is the malicious packets.  
Log (Log File):  
  Log={x1, x2,.., xn}  
  Where Log is the set of detected packets i.e. x1, x2 
etc.   
  If P  ACW or PBW or BBR →	 	   
 Where P is the packet if it does not belongs to 

corresponding whitelist i.e. ACW, PBW and BBR then 
store that packet into log file.  

  
V.   SIMULATION RESULTS  

Detecting attackers has been primarily compare among 
three algorithms, attackers detection precision can be assure 
this parameter.  

We have defined the graph through calculating recall and 
precision values.  

  
| 	 ∩ 	 |

| 	 |
 

Recall in information retrieval is the fraction of the 
documents that are relevant to the query that are 
successfully retrieved.  

Precision is the probability that a (randomly selected) 
retrieved document is relevant.  
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Precision and recall are then defined as: 

	
	

 

 

 

 
Fig 4. Precision Graph.  

 

 
Fig 5. Accuracy Graph.  

 

 
Fig 6. Time graph  

 
For evaluating the performance of whitelists-based (wb), 
protocol-based (pb), behavior based (bb) and digital 
signature (ds). We have taken the dataset of 150,400 and 

700 records. The parameters like accuracy, time required 
for execution and precision has been taken into 
considerations in simulating these algorithms’ performance. 
For evaluating the performance of whitelists-based (wb), 
protocol-based (pb), behavior based (bb) and digital 
signature (ds). We have taken the dataset of 150,400 and 
700 records .The parameters like accuracy, time required 
for execution and precision has been taken into 
considerations in simulating these algorithms’ performance. 
As shown in above graphs, Precision of protocol and 
accuracy of digital signature base shows better result with 
respect to other techniques for the dataset 700 records and 
as shown in time graph digital signature requires less time 
to communicate for a dataset 150 records.  
 

VI.  CONCLUSION  

The whitelists-based, protocol-based and behavior-based 
method studied & implemented the intrusion detection 
techniques, the behavior based algorithm method with 
digital signature technique is proposed in order to monitor 
the entire sensor network. Also based on the Simulation 
results as shown in (Fig. & Table) it reflects that the 
performance is improved in terms of accuracy & time 
efficiency with the help of Behavior Based Technique as 
compared with Access Control Whitelist & Protocol Based 
techniques. Thus Digital Signature Technique helps in 
better monitoring of cybercrime process in networking. 
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